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PART I – OVERVIEW OF POSITION AND STATEMENT OF FACTS 

1. The unanimous Supreme Court decision of Bhasin v. Hrynew1 in noting that the law 

regarding good faith performance of contracts is “piecemeal, unsettled and unclear” was clear in 

laying down two guiding principles for contracts: good faith contractual performance is a general 

organizing principle; there is a common law duty to act honestly in the performance of 

contractual obligations.  

2. But what is not clear is whether, and to what extent, these principles apply in the 

employment law area – by definition, employment law affects every single employer, and every 

single employee, in Canada. More specifically:  

• does Bhasin widen or change the good faith principle as set out in Keays2, 
currently understood to be limited to termination;  

• can employers deliberately constructively dismiss then use exclusion clauses to 
deny/limit liability and damages; 

• what is the appropriate standard of review, regarding interpreting remuneration 
contracts and employment contracts;  

• and, how can conflicting appellate decisions in Canada be resolved.   

3. As Scanlan J.A. stated in this case:3  

 … Some might say that as judges we are not entitled to consider the morality of 
the result. To that I say that a result that is morally unconscionable is usually 
legally indefensible....  

4. In assessing the parties’ expectations Scanlan J.A. noted:4 

The evidence supports the hearing judge's determination that Emond [David 
Matthews’ superior and the defendant’s COO] lied to Matthews, he lied to his 
superiors, and he lied to the hearing judge … He lied and deceived about his long-
term efforts to minimize Matthews' role in Ocean…. 
I do not accept that the parties intended to agree that a rogue manager such as 
Emond could engineer the dismissal of a valued long-term employee through a 
series of lies, deceit and manipulation so as to result in that employee not being 

1 Bhasin v Hrynew, 2014 SCC 71 [Bhasin] 
2 Keays v Honda Canada Inc., 2008 SCC 39 [Keays] 
3 Ocean Nutrition Canada Ltd. v Matthews, 2018 NSCA 44, Dissenting Reasons for Judgment of 
the Honourable Justice Scanlan dated May 24, 2018 (“Dissenting Decision”) at para. 146, 
Application for Leave (“Application”) Tab 2D 
4 Dissenting Decision at paras. 126, 148, Application Tab 2D. Emphasis added. 
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entitled to share in the value he was so essential in creating. There was an 
implied agreement that the LTIP and the employment contract would be 
performed with honesty and integrity. 

5. When employers in Canada breach the duty of good faith and honesty in contractual 

performance, what is the remedy? According to the majority judgment of the Court of Appeal 

below, none. But a right with no remedy is no right at all:  

If a man has a right, he must, it has been observed, "have a means to vindicate and 
maintain it, … indeed, it is a vain thing to imagine a right without a remedy, for 
want of right and want of remedy are reciprocal"…5 

6. After 14 years with the corporation, Matthews, a key employee responsible for much of 

the company’s successes, was subjected to what was found to be a relentless course of dishonest 

and bad faith behaviour designed to drive him out.6   

7. Matthews wanted to remain with Ocean to obtain his Long Term Incentive Plan 

(“LTIP”),7 but Emond removed his responsibilities and pushed him out. All courts agree that 

Emond’s conduct resulted in Matthews’ constructive dismissal.8 

8. Ocean has argued that despite its breach of its duty to perform Matthews’ employment 

and LTIP contracts honestly and in good faith, and that but for its malicious, bad faith conduct, 

Matthews would have received his LTIP, it can rely on contractual clauses to exclude any 

damages from forfeiting the LTIP during his notice period. In the majority’s decision, there are 

no consequences to Ocean’s breach of its duty to perform its contracts in good faith and 

honestly. The salary it awarded for the constructive dismissal would apply regardless of the good 

or bad faith of Ocean.  

5 Holt, C.J., in Ashby v. White (1703), 1 Sm. L.C., 13th ed., p. 253, as cited in Broom's Legal 
Maxims, 10th ed. (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 1939) at 118, as cited in Allen v College of Dental 
Surgeons (British Columbia), 2007 BCCA 75 at para. 36  
6 Dissenting Decision at paras. 161-162; Ocean Nutrition Canada Ltd. v Matthews, 2018 NSCA 
44, Majority Reasons for Judgment of the Honourable Justice Farrar dated May 24, 2018 
(“Majority Decision”) at para. 32, Application Tab 2D 
7 Dissenting Decision at para. 130, Application Tab 2D. Emphasis added.  
8 Matthews v Ocean Nutrition Canada Ltd., 2017 NSSC 16 Reasons for Judgment of the 
Honourable Justice Arthur LeBlanc dated January 30, 2017, 20 NSSC 16, and supplemental 
decision dated May 12, 2017, 2017 NSSC 123 [LeBlanc Decision] at paras. 343-347, 
Application Tab 2A; Majority Decision at paras. 35-44, Application Tab 2D 
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9. The result of the Court’s decision is that, if an employee would be entitled to a benefit 

during the notice period and the employer viciously abuses that employee (for example, serially 

sexually assaulting her) so that she had no choice but to leave, the employee would lose that 

benefit unless the abuser’s very purpose in assaulting her was to deprive her of that benefit 

(rather than for sexual pleasure, sadistic tendencies, etc.). An exaggerated but apt example. The 

majority judgment would permit an employer to treat employees so abysmally that they had no 

choice but to resign and then deprive them of remuneration they had already earned and would 

have been paid during the notice period. Is this the public policy courts in Canada should permit? 

10. Scanlan J.A., in a stinging dissent, strongly disagreed: why shouldn’t an employer be 

held responsible for breaches of the duty of good faith and honest contractual performance? 

Shouldn’t there be consequences when an employer acts with egregious dishonesty in 

performing the contract? The stark contradiction between the judgments demonstrate the lack of 

clarity in the law for employers, employees, and the lower courts.  

11. These questions left the Court of Appeal below sharply split and raises fundamental 

questions in employment law that are of national and public importance. 

12. The majority decision signals that freedom of contract is paramount, and that the doctrine 

of honest performance plays no part in protecting employees to whom the Courts have provided 

protection as a vulnerable class.9 No meaningful (or any) remedy exists for employers breaching 

the duty of good faith in contractual performance. There is a stark and fundamental unfairness in 

this position that impoverishes the Bhasin duties. 

13. The majority elects not to grapple with the caselaw’s divide regarding how damages 

should be determined for wrongful dismissal: pursuant to the B.C. caselaw10 and Scanlan J.A.’s 

dissent, if an employee would have been entitled to a particular benefit if they had worked 

through the notice period but is wrongfully/constructively dismissed, their damages for not being 

permitted to work through the notice period obviously include the amount of that lost benefit. 

The employee is not suing for the benefit as the majority construed the issue, but for damages for 

wrongful dismissal. For that reason, contractual exclusionary language is irrelevant. 

9 See Wallace v United Grain Growers Ltd., [1997] 3 S.C.R. 701 at paras. 93-95 [Wallace]; 
Bhasin, supra at para. 44 
10 See Iacobucci v WIC Radio Ltd., 1999 BCCA 753 [Iacobucci] 
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14. These issues are critically important nationwide. As this Honourable Court has 

emphasized:11 

…. employment is of central importance to our society. As Dickson C.J.C. noted 
in Reference re Public Service Employee Relations Act (Alberta) … 
 

Work is one of the most fundamental aspects in a person's life, providing 
the individual with a means of financial support and, as importantly, a 
contributory role in society. A person's employment is an essential 
component of his or her sense of identity, self-worth and emotional well-
being. 

I would add that not only is work fundamental to an individual's identity, but also 
that the manner in which employment can be terminated is equally important. 

15. Despite the importance and centrality of employment disputes to the lives of Canadians, 

this Honourable Court has heard only twenty or so cases clearly centered on employment (rather 

than labour) issues. There have been over ten cases dealing with Bhasin’s duty of good faith in 

leave applications, but this Honourable Court has not yet taken the opportunity to address the 

issue (other than a single cases dealing with the duty of good faith codified in the civil code.12) 

Bhasin has been referred to in over 400 Canadian decisions, but largely only in passing rather 

than as a ratio. The Applicant seeks leave to appeal in this case so that the Supreme Court of 

Canada may consider and clarify Bhasin’s actual impact.   

A. Background 
 
16. Ocean is a corporation that manufactures omega-3 fish oil for commercial sale. It has 

production plants in Nova Scotia, Wisconsin, and Peru.13 

17. Matthews is a chemist who had been in the omega-3 industry for decades; he began as 

Operations Manager on January 2, 1997 and eventually became Vice President of New and 

Emerging Technologies at Ocean.14  

18. In 2007, Ocean hired Emond as COO.15 Matthews reported directly to Emond.16 Despite 

Matthews’ expertise and value, Emond neither liked him nor considered him an asset.17  

11 Machtinger v HOJ Industries Ltd., [1992] 1 S.C.R. 986, 136 N.R. 40 at para. 30 [Machtinger] 
12 Churchill Falls (Labrador) Corp. v Hydro-Quebec, 2017 CarswellQue 2427 (SCC) 
13 Majority Decision at para. 5, Application Tab 2D 
14 Majority Decision at paras. 10-12, Application Tab 2D 
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19. Also in 2007, Ocean implemented an LTIP which would be triggered by any “realization 

event,” including a transaction which resulted in the sale of more than 40% of the shares. The 

LTIP was intended to be both an incentive and a retention tool.18 It was provided to Matthews 

explicitly to retain him as well as to reward him for his contribution.19 He was to receive the 

largest payout and, when he was deprived of it, his share was ultimately divided among the other 

participants, including the wrongdoers.20  

20. The Company’s goals in providing Matthews an LTIP succeeded. He stayed because of 

it21 and did not wish to leave Ocean because of the LTIP.22 

21. Emond advised another employee, Paul Empey (“Empey”), that Matthews would “not be 

around much longer,” and that it was his goal to have Empey run all operations at Ocean rather 

than Matthews.23 Emond lied to Robert Orr (“Orr”), the then-CEO, about this.24  

22. Emond took various steps to force Matthews to resign, including:25  

• Excluding Matthews from major initiatives within his domain and attempting to 
remove his oversight of a major plant. 

• Excluding Matthews from the Peru facility’s grand opening despite Matthews 
getting it up and running. Orr forced Emond to include him. 

• Going behind Matthews’ back to try to change the reporting structure and then 
lying about it when confronted. 

• Refusing to answer Matthews’ phone calls when Matthews attempted to speak to 
Emond about a major problem. This caused Matthews to resign. He only agreed 
to stay when provided with significant new duties. 

• Recommending to the Board, after Orr was no longer CEO, that Matthews’ 
department be disbanded and that he not be offered new work.   

15 Ibid at para. 12, Application Tab 2D 
16 Ibid at para. 29, Application Tab 2D 
17 Ibid at para. 32, Application Tab 2D 
18 Ibid at para. 14, Application Tab 2D 
19 LeBlanc Decision at para. 66, Application Tab 2A 
20 Majority Decision at para. 55, Application Tab 2D; LeBlanc Decision at para. 388, 
Application Tab 2A 
21 LeBlanc Decision at paras. 295, 388, Application Tab 2A 
22 Dissent Decision at para. 130, Application Tab 2D  
23 Majority Decision at para. 32, Application Tab 2D 
24 Ibid at para. 32, Application Tab 2D 
25 Ibid at para. 32, Application Tab 2D 
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• As Matthews (and Orr) became increasingly ostracized and Matthews informed 
Emond that he was lacking work to perform, Emond offered no options.  

• When Matthews became aware of a potential sale, which would have constituted 
a realization event under the LTIP, 26 a sale which he was being excluded from,  
Emond lied claiming there was no potential sale. 27 

• Matthews confronted Emond in February 2011 with rumors he was going to be 
terminated and Emond’s earlier recommendation to fire him. Emond falsely told 
Matthews he was unaware of Ocean’s plans for him and “had no qualms about 
leaving Matthews in a state of anxiety about his future.”  

• As all judges agree, Ocean “pursued a course of conduct that demonstrated an 
intention to no longer be bound by the employment contract.”28 

23. Despite Emond’s animosity, Matthews intended to remain with Ocean through the sale 

event to obtain his LTIP, valued at $1,086,893 and rejected another offer accordingly.29 

24. Emond ultimately restricted Matthews’ duties to the point where he only had one to two 

hours of work per day.30 Rather than taking the risk that he would be deemed to have ‘condoned’ 

the changes, Matthews claimed constructive dismissal.  

25. Ocean sold in 2012 for over half a billion dollars; Matthews was key to creating that 

worth: 

…Matthews was one of only a handful of people in the world that had the 
knowledge required for Ocean to commercialize the extraction process … that 
very process which …. [made] it an attractive acquisition target ... The value of 
the process is reflected in the sale price…I repeat what Robert Orr said of 
Matthews' contribution; "...[e]veryone who has gotten any value created out of 
ONC in large part owes that in some measure to David."31 [emphasis added] 

26. As Scanlan J.A. summarized from the trial judge’s findings:32 
 

For all the promises made … to David Matthews … that he would be looked after 
and share in the proceeds of any sale of Ocean if he stuck with the company, he 
has been left to fend for himself. He had to move his family to another continent 
so he can work. 

26 Majority Decision at paras. 32, 59, Application Tab 2D 
27 Dissent Decision at para. 138, Application Tab 2D 
28 Majority Decision at para. 39, Application Tab 2D 
29 Dissenting Decision at paras. 125, 129, 137, 205; Majority Decision at para 55, Application 
Tab 2D 
30 Majority Decision at paras. 32, 35, Application Tab 2D 
31 Dissenting Decision at para. 133, Application Tab 2D 
32 Dissenting Decision at paras. 144, 145, Application Tab 2D. Emphasis added.  
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The shareholders, including those who made promises that he would be 
looked after, have divided up over half a billion dollars that may not have 
even existed but for Dave Matthews' contributions and loyalty to Ocean. 
From a moral perspective that result is hard to digest. 
 

B. The Decisions Below 

27. On January 30, 2017, LeBlanc J. found Matthews had been constructively dismissed.33 

He found the LTIP was “integral to [Matthews’] compensation,”34 that the plan failed to remove 

his right to payout of the LTIP, distinguishing Kieran v Ingram Micro Inc.35 as being applicable 

only to stock option cases36 and that, but for the constructive dismissal, he would have been an 

employee at the time of the realization event.37  

28. LeBlanc J. held punitive damages were not appropriate.  

29. Ocean appealed the decision to the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal.  

30. Farrar J.A., writing for the majority, accepted the application judge’s findings, including 

that Matthews was credible, that Emond’s evidence was “self-serving and deceitful,” 38  that 

Matthews valued his work,39 and that Emond enacted a “campaign to push [Matthews] out of 

operations and minimize [his] influence…”40 The majority agreed that Matthews had been 

constructively dismissed and upheld the 15-month notice period.  

31. However, the majority held that the trial judge confused the right to reasonable notice 

with the right to recover damages arising under an incentive plan,41 and that the LTIP exclusion 

here was analogous to the exclusion clauses in the plans in Kieran and Styles v Alberta 

Investment Management Corp.42  

33 Majority Decision at para. 35, Application Tab 2D 
34 Ibid at para. 388, Application Tab 2D 
35 2004 CarswellOnt 3117 [Kieran]; LeBlanc Decision at paras. 397-398, Application Tab 2D 
36 LeBlanc Decision at para. 375, Application Tab 2D 
37 Ibid at paras. 397-399, Application Tab 2D 
38 Majority Decision at para. 28, Application Tab 2D 
39 Ibid at para. 32, Application Tab 2D 
40 Ibid at para. 32, Application Tab 2D 
41 Ibid at para. 63, Application Tab 2D 
42 2017 ABCA 1 [Styles]; Majority Decision at paras. 84-85, Application Tab 2D 
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32. The majority went on to hold that, as Emond did not act for the specific purpose of 

depriving Matthews of his LTIP entitlement, Emond and Ocean’s bad faith actions would not 

affect Ocean’s ability to rely on the exclusionary clause in the LTIP:43 

The hearing judge, in this paragraph, suggests that Matthews had a common law 
right to damages for the loss of the payout he would have received under the Long 
Term Incentive Plan unless the agreement limits this right. With respect, the 
hearing judge starts off on the wrong premise. 

 
The hearing judge confuses an employee's common law right to reasonable 
notice, with the employee's ability to recover damages arising under an incentive 
plan. The ability of Matthews to receive damages under the Long Term Incentive 
Plan is clearly governed by the words of the agreement. It is not a situation where 
the employer is seeking to limit the amounts that an individual would be entitled 
to at common law, but rather, whether the employee qualifies pursuant to the 
terms of the agreement. 

A fundamental problem with the majority’s opinion is that Matthews was not suing for breach of 

the plan but for the damages he incurred by not receiving 15 months reasonable notice. 

33. There is a detailed dissent from Scanlan J.A. with regards to the LTIP:44 

I disagree with my colleague in relation to Matthews' common law right to 
recovery. At ¶61, my colleague says he is of the view that the terms of the LTIP 
preclude Matthews' recovery under that plan, saying the plan required that 
Matthews be employed with Ocean at the time of the realization event. I am 
convinced that it is wrong to end the analysis at that point. 

 
Matthews was constructively dismissed… through a prolonged and deliberate 
crusade…As I will explain … there were two contracts in play…: one was the 
LTIP; and, the other was the employment contract itself. I am satisfied that both 
contracts include … an implied duty of trust, honesty and good faith. 
… 
I cannot envision Ocean or the LTIP contract having anticipated that a rogue 
employee… would, based on a series of lies and deceit, engineer the unlawful 
dismissal of Matthews. I say this because the LTIP was an agreement aimed at 
engendering loyalty and ongoing commitment of the employee to the company. 
Ocean would not have expected to gain the loyalty of key employees had they 
inserted or even hinted that a rogue manager could engineer their dismissal, 
preventing the employee from collecting on the LTIP. 

 

43 Majority Decision at paras. 62-63, Application Tab 2D 
44 Dissenting Decision at paras. 160, 161, 167, Application Tab 2D. Emphasis added. 
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34. Scanlan J.A. concluded that both parties as per Bhasin had reasonable expectations of 

good faith and honesty in signing the LTIP.45 Although the majority decision attacks the dissent 

(as the dissent does with the majority) the majority’s criticism at paras 114-121 misapprehends 

Scanlan J.A.’s analysis. The majority argues that the dissenting judgment hinges on the 

defendant making efforts to prevent Matthews from recovering the LTIP. That is not what the 

dissent says. Scanlan J.A.’s finding was based on the Bhasin requirement to perform both the 

LTIP and the underlying employment contract honestly:46 

Justice Cromwell in Bhasin suggests that a party to a contract is entitled to assume 
that the contract will be performed honestly. Neither party should be able to 
rely upon lies, deceit and manipulation to deny the other side of the benefits 
of the contractual relationship even if that was not the primary goal of the 
party acting dishonestly. The hearing judge did not find that Ocean acted to 
intentionally deny Matthews' entitlement to the LTIP benefits, but my colleague 
says a consequence of Emond's action, which resulted in Matthews leaving, was 
the loss of the LTIP benefits. I am satisfied Emond's actions are the type of 
dishonesty contemplated in Bhasin, and Ocean should be held liable for damages 
sustained by Matthews as a result of Emond's dishonesty. 
… 
The dismissal, as engineered by Emond, is not a termination as contemplated in 
the LTIP nor in accordance with the law of employment contracts. Neither 
contract referred to management being able to lie and deceive within the context 
of the employment relationship and directly or indirectly profiting from their 
deceit and lies. 
… 
At a minimum, the termination cannot be said to have been according to law. 
… 
The terms of the LTIP go to great lengths to close the door to any employee 
who is not in the active employment of Ocean at the time of a realization 
event. However, there was nothing in the LTIP Agreement which suggests 
either side intended it to be a parasitic arrangement. …the agreement was a 
symbiotic arrangement predicated upon the parties working in a long-term 
arrangement to the mutual benefit of both.… 
… 
There is a second path to recovery for Matthews. This path is through the 
employment contract, which I suggest would include an implied term of honesty 
as part of the prohibition against unlawful dismissal without notice... 

45 Dissenting Decision at para. 166, Application Tab 2D 
46 Dissenting Decision at paras. 167, 171, 173, 175, 183-186, Application Tab 2D. Emphasis 
added.  
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If Emond was on a frolic of his own, having misled his superiors as to what he 
was doing vis-à-vis Matthews, Ocean is not now entitled to gain from that 
deception. … 

Even if clauses 2.03, 2.04 and 2.05 of the LTIP were sufficient to prevent 
Matthew from recovering under the LTIP, the LTIP serves as a means to measure 
the damages for the unlawful dismissal… 
 
The LTIP contract was one that the employer presented to Matthews and other 
key employees. … it was intended to foster loyalty and commitment. ...in order to 
collect Matthews had to be employed at Ocean and that it could not be used as a 
basis upon which to calculate severance. Severance and damages are distinct legal 
concepts. The court is here calculating damages consequent to the unlawful 
dismissal, not severance. In terms of wrongful dismissal the court is dealing with 
the issue of damages in an effort to make the aggrieved party whole again. 
 

35. The majority opinion is based on a pre-Bhasin interpretation of employment contracts. 

Clarification is required as cases involving analogous remuneration provisions are increasingly 

common in Canadian courts. Specifically, what is the impact of an employer dealing with its 

employment relationships and its employment contracts in bad faith? How should Bhasin be 

applied to employment relationships and employment contracts? 

PART II – Questions in Issue 

36. The Applicant submits that the following issues warrant the review of this Honourable 

Court: 

Issue #1:  Does the Bhasin duty of good faith and honesty in contractual 
performance during employment widen or change the application of 
good faith to employment contracts as set out in Keays, which is 
limited to termination? 

Issue #2:  Can employers in Canada engage in lies and deception to force 
employees to resign (i.e. constructively dismiss them) and then rely on 
exclusion clauses to avoid liability for the employees’ entitlements?  

What is the effect of breaching the duty of good faith and honesty in 
performance of contracts and what impact does it have on measuring 
damages for constructive dismissal? Can employers breach that duty and 
then, through exculpatory clauses deprive an employee of major 
compensation components already earned which would have been paid 
during the notice period?  
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Issue #3: How should this Honourable Court resolve the divide between the 
appellate courts regarding the determination of damages for 
remuneration with exclusionary clauses payable during the notice 
period? 

Does this Honourable Court adopt the majority approach, which follows 
the Ontario and Alberta caselaw, or the B.C. and Scanlan J.A.’s 
approach? This issue has risen increasingly frequently among Canadian 
appellate courts.  

Issue #4:  What is the standard of review for interpreting remuneration and 
employment contracts for individual employees? 

PART III – Argument 

I. This case raises key issues of national and public importance 
 

37. These are issues that will have a serious impact on any employee anywhere in Canada 

subjected to bad faith behaviour, constructive dismissal, or even simply wrongful termination by 

their employer.  

ISSUES 1 and 2: The application of Bhasin duties 

38. If Bhasin leads to a right without a remedy, it will have serious consequences for both 

employers and employees. This is not confined to one province, territory, or the facts of this 

case.  

39. The majority’s outdated view of this matter has led to the perpetuation of an 

interpretation of contractual exclusion clauses and good faith that is effectively pre-Bhasin. It 

renders meaningless the organizing principle for one of the most vulnerable and important 

contractual relationships: that of employers and employees.  

40. This case raises the critical issue of when the Bhasin decision is to be given practical 

meaning when there are overlapping employment and remuneration contracts.  

41. If Ocean and Emond had performed the LTIP and underlying employment contracts with 

Matthews honestly, Matthews would have recovered his LTIP. The damages for their dishonest 

performance are measured by the value of the LTIP.  

42. Constructive dismissal is a fundamental breach of the agreement between the parties but 
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does not require the employer to have acted in bad faith.47 

43. Based on Bhasin, a campaign of bad faith behaviour such as this would breach the 

required duty of good faith and honesty in contractual performance – i.e. it would be a further 

breach than a simple constructive dismissal. If there are no consequences for this further breach, 

the Bhasin duty is meaningless. As set out by this Honourable Court:48 

… Does Canadian common law impose a duty on parties to perform their 
contractual obligations honestly? And, if so, did either of the respondents breach 
that duty? I would answer both questions in the affirmative. Finding that there is a 
duty to perform contracts honestly will make the law more certain, more just and 
more in tune with reasonable commercial expectations. It will also bring a 
measure of justice to the appellant, Mr. Bhasin, who was misled and lost the value 
of his business as a result. 

… 

… it is time to take two incremental steps … to make the common law less 
unsettled and piecemeal, more coherent and more just. The first step is to 
acknowledge that good faith contractual performance is a general organizing 
principle of the common law of contract which underpins and informs the various 
rules in which the common law, in various situations and types of relationships, 
recognizes obligations of good faith contractual performance. The second is to 
recognize, as a further manifestation of this organizing principle of good faith, 
that there is a common law duty which applies to all contracts to act honestly in 
the performance of contractual obligations. 

44. Possible remedies for this further breach could include: 

• As in Bhasin, damages for what would have occurred ‘but for’ the dishonesty and 
bad faith. As Scanlan J.A. and the application judge found in this case, Matthews 
would have maintained his employment and collected his LTIP.  

• That the employer is estopped from relying on exclusionary clauses in contracts 
that it failed to perform in an honest, good faith manner. Employment agreements 
are predicated on the implied duty that both parties will perform their duties in an 
honest, good faith manner. The breach of that promise and duty would estop the 
employer from relying on the exclusion clauses in their favour; or  

• Punitive damages.  

45. In this case, LeBlanc J. held that punitive damages were not appropriate. The majority 

held that awarding the LTIP was not the appropriate remedy. The majority left unanswered the 

47 Farber v Royal Trust Co., 1996 CarswellQue 1158 (SCC) at paras. 27, 33.  
48 Bhasin, supra at paras. 1, 33 
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important question: what then is the remedy for the bad faith conduct and breach of the Bhasin 

duty? A right with no remedy is no right at all.   

46. If Bhasin makes no difference when an employer engages in bad faith actions, when and 

how should it apply in the employment context?  

47.  In Bhasin, this Honourable Court held:49 

  Commercial parties reasonably expect a basic level of honesty and good faith in 
contractual dealings. … misleading or deceitful conduct will fly in the face of the 
expectations of the parties… 
… 
… the duty of honest performance interferes very little with freedom of 
contract, since parties will rarely expect that their contracts permit dishonest 
performance of their obligations 

 
48. In deciding Bhasin, this Honourable Court noted the comparatively limited good faith in 

employment requirements that was already recognized in Keays v Honda Canada Inc. 50 

49. If the majority is correct then, despite Bhasin setting good faith as an organizing 

principle, the law has not moved past Keays in the employment context, i.e. limited to a bad faith 

dismissal. Carrying out of the employment contract in bad faith has no legal impact or remedy. 

This is flagrantly wrong and must be a misinterpretation of this Honourable Court’s decision in 

Bhasin.  

50. As set out by Scanlan J.A.:51 

…  A dismissal for the sole purpose of avoiding … payment of the LTIP would be 
contrary to an implied duty of good faith.  The lies and deception employed by 
Emond… in his crusade against Matthews is no less offensive and contrary to an 
implied duty of good faith vis-s-vis both the LTIP and the employment contract. 

51. Similarly, in a recent employment decision of the Newfoundland and Labrador Court of 

Appeal, that court recognized that the influence of Bhasin must extend, still in unknown 

ways, past Keays: 52 

49 Bhasin, supra at paras. 60, 76. Emphasis added.  
50 Keays, supra at paras. 57-58 
51 Dissenting Decision at para. 209, Application Tab 2D 
52 Avalon Ford Sales (1996) Ltd. v Evans, 2017 NLCA 9 [Avalon Ford] at paras. 19-24 
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While the implied term of good faith established by these precedents extends to 
the manner of termination only, Bhasin also recognized that new types of implied 
terms may be recognized in the future and that the organizing principle of good 
faith may be used to interpret existing doctrines (at paragraph 66). 

52. The difficulty in applying the current case law regarding exclusionary clauses 

considering Bhasin is exemplified by the reasons in this case: 

• Farrar J.A., writing for the majority, applied only Kieran and Styles, and did not 
ever refer to Bhasin. Pursuant to the majority there was no need to look at the 
Bhasin duty of good faith when there is a clear exclusionary clause. 

• Scanlan J.A., writing in dissent, distinguished Kieran and Styles and applied 
Bhasin to conclude the opposite: that Matthews should receive his LTIP 
payments. Scanlan J.A. took the position that the Bhasin duty had to be 
considered despite the clear exclusionary clause. As per Scanlan J.A., this case 
turned on circumstances unaddressed in the prior cases, i.e. the egregious bad 
faith actions that led to Matthews’ constructive dismissal and deprivation of LTIP 
damages:53 

My colleague says the hearing judge was wrong to distinguish Kieran.  …  
The majority decision here… fails to take into account the unique aspect 
of the present case. This case is an exception in that the dismissal was 
engineered over a period of years by a rogue manager.  The dismissal was 
the result of a series of lies and deception.  The court must not 
condone the avoidance of contractual obligations that are founded on 
such a lack of integrity. On that basis alone, this case should be 
distinguished from Kieran. The same can be said of Styles even though 
the wording of the long term incentive plan in Styles is very similar to 
the terms in Matthews’/Ocean Long Term Incentive Plan. 

[emphasis added] 

53. If the majority is correct, there was and should be no difference in outcome between 

Matthews and Styles even though the employer in Matthews, but not Styles, breached the duties 

set out in Bhasin. Each employer would be allowed to rely on the exclusionary clauses in the 

LTIP agreements, despite one engaging in pervasive bad faith.   

54. The question of how Bhasin applies in the employment context lacks clarity. As noted by 

Stacey Ball in his text, Canadian Employment Law:54 

53 Dissenting Decision at para. 207, Application Tab 2D 
54 Stacey Ball, Canadian Employment Law (online: Westlaw) at 6:56. See also Avalon Ford, 
supra at para. 19 
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As a manifestation of the general organizing principle of good faith, the Supreme 
Court of Canada has recognized for all contracts a duty of honest performance. 
This duty requires the parties to be honest with each other in relation to the 
performance of their contractual obligations. The ramifications of this new 
principle in the employment context have yet to be determined.  

[emphasis added] 

55. This test case presents the opportunity to determine those ramifications. Without clarity 

from this Honourable Court, employers will be free to rely on the supremacy of contracts to 

violate Bhasin.  

56. This Honourable Court has yet to deal with Bhasin in the employment context. This case 

would allow it the much-needed opportunity to do so. The majority and dissenting judgments 

reflect the discrepancy in the jurisprudence, as well as the potential for serious inequity that only 

this Honourable Court can reconcile. The failure to provide any meaningful application of 

Bhasin to employer bad faith is particularly concerning considering this Honourable Court 

emphasizing the importance of Bhasin duties in addressing power imbalances, such as those 

recognized in employment contexts.55  

57. The equities of the case also lead to Matthews being compensated for the LTIP.56 The 

factual context of this case includes Matthews, “an individual whose sense of identity and self 

worth was highly connected to his work[,] He valued honesty and integrity,”57 he was used to, 

historically, a “a high degree of trust … that [Ocean’s owner] would look after those people who 

contributed to the development of his companies,”58 the LTIP was introduced as both incentive 

and retention tool, was provided to Matthews explicitly both to retain him and to reward him for 

his contributions and he remained and wished to remain because of the LTIP. Like all such 

remuneration arrangements, as per Bhasin, it is highly inequitable to deprive trusting executives 

of such earned compensation. The utmost good faith should apply.  

 

 

55 Wallace supra at paras. 93-95 
56 Dissenting Decision at paras. 146, 148, Application Tab 2D  
57 Majority Decision at para. 32, Application Tab 2D 
58 LeBlanc Decision at para.  59, Application Tab 2A 
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ISSUE #3: Conflicting case law: Iacobucci (BCCA) versus Styles (ABCA) and Lin (ONCA) 

58. This Honourable Court will also able to reconcile the appellate case law regarding what 

remuneration must be paid during pay in lieu of notice. 

59. In British Columbia, the law on entitlements during the notice period derives from WIC v 

Iacobucci.59 It is the legal position espoused by Scanlan J.A. in his dissent. A wrongfully 

dismissed employee is not suing for the particular benefit which would have been received 

during the notice period but instead for damages for not being permitted to work through the 

period of notice. Particularly since employment contracts are construed in favour of employees, 

this type of exclusionary language will not deprive the employee of damages for losing that 

benefit since the lawsuit is not for the benefit in question but for damages resulting from not 

working through the notice period. This is different than a contract prescribing the notice period 

or liquidated damages. Iacobucci was a participant in two stock option plans. Over two months 

post Iacobucci’s termination (but during his notice period), WIC provided all non-terminated 

employees the immediate vesting of their shares. Despite a clause in the stock plans stating he 

would only receive shares that vested within two months of termination, the Court allowed him 

the vesting of all his shares. 

60. This is because Iacobucci’s right was to notice, not stock options. The damages flow 

from being deprived of the right to work through the notice period:60 

In this case, the parties seem to have agreed that reasonable notice … would have 
been 18 months…for benefit purposes, the plaintiff retained his status as an 
employee throughout the period of salary continuance, during which, as 
already stated, all future options were made available for immediate 
acceptance. … 

…. 

Applying the foregoing to the facts of this case… the plaintiff was entitled to 
recover damages equivalent to the benefits he would have received if he had 
remained as an employee until the expiration of a period of reasonable 
notice. It makes no difference… that he cannot require WIC Western to 
accept his attempted exercise of future options. The value of such a right is a 
part of the measure of the damages he is entitled to recover ...  

 

                                                            
59 Iacobucci, supra 
60 Ibid, at paras. 19, 24. Emphasis added.  
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…I am satisfied the monies Matthews would have been entitled to had he been 
employed by Ocean at the time of the sale to DSM are recoverable as damages 
under the employment contract. … [T]he LTIP is simply the means by which to 
measure the damages resulting from the unlawful dismissal. 

… 

… Severance and damages are distinct legal concepts. The court is here 
calculating damages consequent to the unlawful dismissal, not severance. In 
terms of wrongful dismissal the court is dealing with the issue of damages in 
an effort to make the aggrieved party whole again. 

… 

… Matthews' losses, by the time of the application were easily calculable by 
reference to the LTIP. To put it more succinctly, even if the LTIP could not 
be used to calculate severance, it is available to calculate damages as the 
hearing judge did in this case. 

62. There is a fundamental difference between the WIC approach and that of the Courts in 

Ontario, Alberta, or the majority in this case. According to WIC, an assessment of the 

damages for the wrongfully dismissed employee starts with the employee’s entitlement to 

notice and includes damages for all entitlements that would have been obtained during 

the notice period. This has been applied in B.C. cases following Iacobucci 62 including: 

• The B.C. Court of Appeal case of Gillies v Goldman Sachs Canada Inc.63 An IPO 
occurred after Gillies’ termination. Despite exclusionary language requiring 
‘active employment’ for participation, the Court held that Gillies would be 
entitled to participate in the IPO as long as it occurred during the notice period.64 
Again, this was because the entitlement of a terminated employee is to notice; if 
the employee was not provided notice, the damages are determined by the losses 
engendered as a result of not receiving working notice.  

• The B.C. Court of Appeal case of Martell v Ewos Canada Ltd.65 The employer 
created an incentive bonus program after Martell was terminated with a clause 
that no vesting would occur if the employee was terminated. The Court 
nevertheless determined that: 66 

… the employer cannot thus benefit from having wrongfully 
dismissed the plaintiff. The correct course is that the plaintiff will be 

62 See also Pakozdi v B&B Heavy Civil Construction Ltd., 2018 BCCA 23 at para. 57 
63 2001 BCCA 683 [Gillies] 
64 Ibid at paras. 10-12, 25 
65 2005 BCCA 554 [Martell] 
66 Ibid at paras. 26-27. Emphasis added.  
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entitled to benefits which he would have had a right to claim, had he 
been employed. 

• In Haff v Valeant Pharmaceuticals International Inc.,67 despite a clause that 
required her to remain employed to receive incentive payments, the Court 
awarded Ms. Haff the payments because the “principle underlying damages for 
wrongful termination… requires the court to consider what an employee 
would have earned had she continued to be employed until the end of the 
appropriate notice period.”68  

63. The majority decision and the caselaw emerging from Ontario and Alberta directly 

conflicts with this:  

• In the Ontario Court of Appeal cases of Paquette69 and Lin,70 the Court held that 
with clear enough language, parties could contract out of entitlements during the 
notice period. The Court did not reconcile this with the WIC principles. Neither 
Paquette nor Lin lost their entitlements as the Court held that ‘active employment’ 
language was insufficiently clear to exclude any entitlements.  

• Styles, decided by the Alberta Court of Appeal, took it one step and deprived 
Styles of entitlements during the notice period. Beyond conflicting with the B.C. 
cases, Styles also conflicted with Lin and Paquette: it denied Styles his 
entitlements based on ‘active employment’ language,71 i.e. the very language 
rejected as insufficiently clear by the Ontario Court of Appeal.  

64. Therefore: even if the B.C. approach from WIC is wrong and if a sufficiently clear 

exclusion clause would suffice pursuant to Lin, quite apart from the WIC approach which makes 

exculpatory language irrelevant there is a clear split in the appellate case law on what type of 

language is sufficient to deprive an employee of such entitlements (see Styles, Lin, Gillies, and 

Paquette, all of whom treat ‘active employment’ language differently). In this case, LeBlanc J. 

considered the language not sufficiently clear to deprive Matthews’ of the LTIP. The majority 

viewed it otherwise. Considering this division in the appeal courts, the number of such cases and 

the importance of this question nationally to both employers and employees, this Honourable 

Court’s guidance is needed.  

 

67 2013 BCSC 1720 [Haff] 
68 Ibid at paras. 79-81, Application Tab 4O. Emphasis added.  
69 Paquette v TeraGo Networks Inc., 2016 ONCA 618 at paras. 28, 29, 35, 48 [Paquette] 
70 Lin v Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board, 2016 ONCA 619 at paras. 86, 89 [Lin] 
71 Styles, supra at para. 6 
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ISSUE #4: Standard of review 

65. This case also presents a key opportunity for this Honourable Court to clarify the 

applicable standard of review for cases regarding interpretation of individual employers’ 

employment contracts and benefits. The Court of Appeal applied Ledcor Construction Ltd. v 

Northbridge Indemnity Insurance Co.72 to support its choice of standard of review. 

66. Ledcor, however, dealt with interpreting standard form contracts used throughout the 

industry. Standard form contracts are provided on a ‘take it or leave it’ basis and involve no 

negotiation.73 This Honourable Court in Ledcor held that such contracts were an exception to the 

rule that interpretation of contracts was generally a question of mixed fact and law.74 

67. Although the majority here characterized the LTIP agreement as being a ‘standard form 

contract,’ this ignored that LTIP contracts are specialized to the company and often, to the 

individual recipient.  

68. This Honourable Court has held that employment contracts are interpreted differently 

than other contracts and that the context must be considered.75 Whether the principle and 

standard in Ledcor applies to specialized employment contracts is subject to significant 

uncertainty.  

These issues are far reaching 

69. All judgments below made clear that this is not a case restricted to its facts. Disputes 

concerning constructive dismissal and various remuneration plans are not specific to any 

province and the application of Bhasin in these situations will affect employees nation-wide.  

II. Conclusion: Inequity and Uncertainty 
 

70. If the decision is left to stand, then the protection instituted by the organizing principle set 

in Bhasin will be stripped of its meaning. This will create significant inequity for employees in 

Canada: if their employer is acting in bad faith, in light of this case, do they remain employed, 

however egregious the conditions, rather than forfeit the pending benefit? 

72 2016 SCC 37 [Ledcor] 
73 Ibid at para. 28 
74 Ibid at paras. 24, 46 
75 Machtinger, supra at paras. 20, 21, 32, 54, 56 
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Canada: if their employer is acting in bad faith, in light of this case, do they remain employed, 

however egregious the conditions, rather than forfeit the pending benefit? 

71. This uncertainty as to Bhasin's application is in addition to the conflicts between 

appellate courts between the Iacobucci and Styles/Lin approaches and the additional conflicts as 

to the interpretation of exclusionary clauses, i.e. Lin versus Styles. 76 

72. Four years post-Bhasin, no clear guidance is available about how this accumulated case 

law should be applied in situations such as Matthews'. 

73. A decision by this Honourable Court would provide the timely guidance. Without such 

guidance, there will continue to be uncertainty and conflict in the case law. The case at hand 

offers the Supreme Court a key opportunity to canvass the issues associated with Bhasin, 

constructive dismissal, and exclusionary clauses and fashion a consistent approach to address the 

inequities inherent in the power imbalances between the parties. Most significantly, how does 

Bhasin infonn employment relationships? 

PART IV- Submissions concerning costs 

74. That the application for leave be granted with costs. 

PART V- Orders sought 

75. The Applicant asks that leave be granted with costs. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, this 22nd day of August 2018. 

~~LX .c ·1w thw,.,() i't.. L.evltt J.-. MA.~~ 
ifuJ1-;d A. Levitt 
Allyson Lee 

76See paragraphs 63-64 of this memorandum 
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